Science Communication
Promoting science as a key cultural activity

the extensive science communication program at DiPC

helps to establish a ﬂuid and permanent dialogue

Much more than a science festival
The science festivals hosted by DIPC have already become an anticipated engagement for all

between science and society.

citizens interested in recent advances in diﬀerent disciplines of knowledge.

the amount,

In 2016, from September 27 to October 1, the third and latest event in the series of Passion for
Knowledge festivals was celebrated. Integrated into the program of the European Capital of Culture

variety, and impact of

held by the city of San Sebastian in 2016, the occasion served to highlight science as an essential

DiPC’s outreach activities

2016 attracted more than 9,600 spectators.

part of culture. Full of diﬀerent activities for both adult and young audiences, Passion for Knowledge

are continuously
increasing,
with a participation of
more than 13,300 people
during 2016.

Eneko Goya, Pedro Miguel Echenique,
Lehendakari of the Basque Government
Iñigo Urkullu (center), Markel Olano, and
Cristina Uriarte just before the opening
ceremony of Passion for Knowledge 2016
on September 27th.

Victoria Eugenia Theatre in San Sebastian, main venue of Passion for Knowledge 2016.
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The Public lectures of Passion for Knowledge 2016, attended by close to 3,000 people, were
once again at the core of this festival of science, knowledge, culture and passion. The highlight of these sessions were the Plenary lectures delivered by 13 prestigious speakers from

27 SEPtEMBER – 1 OCtOBER 2016

Plenary Lectures

diﬀerent scientiﬁc disciplines, including four Nobel laureates that combined scientiﬁc rigour
with entertainment to awaken curiosity, interest, enthusiasm and critical thinking of society.
Dudley Herschbach Physical-Chemistry, Harvard University, USa

the impossible takes a little longer
Andrew Blake Software Engineering, the alan turing institute, UK

Machines that learn to see
Dame Jocelyn Bell Burnell astrophysics, Oxford University, UK

Cosmic Fireworks: ﬁnding transient events in the Universe
Sir John Pendry Photonics, imperial College london, UK

Metamaterials open new horizons in electromagnetism

27 SEPTIEMBRE
William Friedman Botany, Harvard University,
USa
tales of Obsession in a Botanical Garden
of trees/
DONOSTIA

- 1 OCTUBRE 2016

SAN SEBASTIÁN

P4

K

BILBAO
Álvaro de Rújula Physics, CERn, Switzerland; instituto de Física teórica UaM-CSiC, Spain
BURDEOS
la creación en las artes, en las ciencias
y en los mitos (el bosón de Higgs y todo lo demás)

DOSSIER FINAL

Agustín Sánchez-lavega Planetary atmospheres, University of the Basque Country, Spain

Planetas en otras estrellas
Elena Cattaneo Biology, Università degli Studi di Milano, italy

Stories of Science, cells and freedom
Martin Karplus Chemistry, Harvard University, USa; Université de Strasbourg, France

Motion: Hallmark of life. From Marsupials to Molecules
Rafael Yuste neurobiology, Columbia University, USa

http://p4k.dipc.

las nuevas neurotecnologías; implicaciones para la Ciencia, Medicina y Sociedad
Claude Cohen-Tannoudji Physics, École normale Supérieure, France

Science as an integral part of the culture
Alessandra Buonanno Physics, Max Planck institute for Gravitational Physics, Germany

Sounds of Silence: listening to the Universe with Gravitational Waves
Klaus von Klitzing Physics, Max Planck institute for Solid State Research, Germany

a new Kilogram in 2018: the Biggest Revolution in Metrology since the French Revolution

http://p4k.dipc.org
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NAUKAS PASSION
ROUND TABLE on Creativity
29/09/2016

Moderated by the President of DiPC and Chairman of Passion for Knowledge, Pedro Miguel Echenique, the
Round table featured four renowned specialists from diﬀerent branches of the Humanities, who talked about
the intangible yet so valuable thing that is creativity, on the basis of their individual expertise and knowledge.
Itziar Laka linguist, UPv/EHU
Kirmen Uribe Writer, Basque Country
Juan Ignacio Pérez Physiologist, UPv/EHU
Rafael Yuste neurobiologist, Columbia University, USa

28/09 and 30/09/2016

Following the plenary lectures, 12 of naukas’ best
collaborators went up on stage to oﬀer the public
their own somewhat quirky take on diﬀerent scientiﬁc subjects in a series of simple, dynamic,
amusing and original 10-minute talks.
01/10/2016

BERTSOLARIAK

Código Sapiens
Xurxo Mariño neuroscientist and science
populariser, University of a Coruña
Vicente Mohedano actor

30/09/2016

Knowledge is not the exclusive domain of either the
arts or Science, that is why Passion for Knowledge
did not only focus on science. there was room for
all branches of knowledge, including one that exclusively belongs to the Basque culture: the art of
Basque improvised sung poetry.
Amets Arzallus
Andoni Egaña
Maialen Lujanbio
three of the Basque Country’s most talented and
well-known versiﬁers or improvisational poets, locally
called “bertsolaris” gave a masterclass on the diﬀerent ways of composing a ‘bertso’ or sung poem, and
provided some insight into the creative process
underlying this improvised art.

Coordinated by the Chair in Scientiﬁc Culture of
the UPV/EHU, the talks by the popular online platform for scientiﬁc communication and dissemination, Naukas, science, scepticism and humor, were
another essential part of the festival’s program.

the cherry on the cake of the section was a ‘Discurshow’ or theatralised talk about the language
and the mysteries that surround its appearance in
the evolutionary process.

BREAKING BOUNDARIES
Convergence, Collaboration
and Integration
27/09/2016

Breaking Boundaries is an innovative and immersive live art installation combining sculpture,
dance, video and sound which was created by
UK based artists Melissa Pierce Murray and
Diana Scarborough for the inauguration of
Passion for Knowledge 2016. the artists used
scientiﬁc concepts such as mind mapping or
particle/wave duality to generate the choreography, and worked with local dancers from the
dance company Dantzaz, to create a unique
evocative performance piece.

LA COULEUR DES ANNÉES CINQUANTE
Photography exhibition
During the ﬁfties and sixties, american chemist Martin Karplus, nobel laureate in Chemistry 2013,
travelled extensively throughout the world with his leica camera and made thousands of color photographs on early Kodachrome slide ﬁlm. the exhibition ‘Colour of the 50s’, comprised of about a hundred
of these images, was ﬁrst shown at the Bibliothèque nationale de France and; after being exhibited in
various cities around the world, the collection remained on display in the aquarium of San Sebastián from
September 26th to november 20th, 2016.

this project was produced by DiPC in collaboration with Dantzagunea.
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ZIENTZIA KLUBA

PhD Training

01/10/2016

Science dissemination in society is becoming increasingly important, and in this vital task all members of

this session was specially aimed at the youngest
public and their families and gathered together
over 120 people in the Club Room of the victoria
Eugenia theatre. the mini science festival was
carried out in Basque and featured amusing and
funny scientiﬁc activities, including live experiments, scientiﬁc storytelling and monologues:

the scientiﬁc community have a role to play, including doctoral or PhD students. Within the framework of

SCIENTIFIC STORYTEllING

the festival Passion for Knowledge 2016, a group of 15 students from the European Excellence innovative
training network itn-EJD-tCCM (European Joint Doctorate in theoretical Chemistry and Computational
Modelling) organized, participated in and promoted a series of outreach training activities.
the activities were a series of three interconnected
and complementary events:
MEET THE PROFESSOR

Ana Galarraga Elhuyar
Marikalanbre bizitzaren laborategian

informal meetings with nobel laureates.

PRESENTATIONS AND ExPERIMENTS

27/09/2016

Aitor Bergara UPv/EHU, DiPC
Lebitazioa, magia eta are gehiago
Koldo García UPv/EHU
Geneetan daramagun superheroia

DiPC, Donostia / San Sebastian

Martin Karplus
29/09/2016
Dudley Herschbach

ENCOUNTER WITH SECONDARY SCHOOl STUDENTS

Eider San Sebastián UPv/EHU
Material berri “harrigarriak”
kimikaren ikuspuntutik

Face to face chats with students.
28/09/2016
la Salle institute, Donostia / San Sebastian

Jon Mattin Matxain UPv/EHU, DiPC
Suaren koloreak
DIvUlGATION PAPERS FOR A BlOG

Popular science articles for the blog
Mapping ignorance: http://mappingignorance.org
October-December 2016

PASSION FOR KNOWLEDGE

Ricardo Díez Muiño Director of DiPC

Committee

Igor Campillo Executive Director of Euskampus

Chairman of Passion for Knowledge 2016
Pedro Miguel Echenique President of DiPC
and Professor at the UPv/EHU
General Coordinator
Nora Gonzalez Outreach Manager of DiPC
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Juan Ignacio Pérez Coordinator of the Chair in
Scientiﬁc Culture at the UPv/EHU
Amaia Arregi Outreach Oﬃcer at DiPC
Xabier López lecturer at the UPv/EHU
Itziar Otegui Outreach Manager of CiC nanoGUnE
Jon Mattin Matxain Researcher from the UPv/EHU
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top@DIPC Encounters. Zientziarekin solasean!

Kutxa Lectures

DiPC organized the 8th edition of the annual Encounters between nobel laureates and leading researchers
with high schools students. this time the encounters top@DIPC - Zientziarekin solasean! were held in the
framework of the festival Passion for Knowledge 2016.

the Kutxa lectures, organized in collaboration with Kutxa Obra Social in San Sebastian,
started in 2010. Speakers include renowned
scientists and nobel laureates as well as science communicators and humanists working
in the frontiers of science.

the main aim of these informal encounters is to foster
students’ interest in scientiﬁc and technological studies.
to achieve so, prestigious guest scientists talk about their
passion for science and research and answer questions
asked by the participant students about their lives and
experiences throughout their professional careers. this
edition included two encounters:
28/09/2016
Bizkaia Aretoa UPV/EHU, Bilbao

29/02/2016
Kutxa Andia Hall
30/09/2016
Eureka! Science Museum, Donostia / San Sebastian

Elena Cattaneo
Martin Karplus
Harvard University, USa;
Université de Strasbourg, France
Nobel Laureate in Chemistry 2013

Dame Jocelyn Bell Burnell
Oxford University, UK

Università degli Studi di Milano, italy

Dudley Herschbach
Harvard University, USa
Nobel Laureate in Chemistry 1986

Pamela Diggle
University of Connecticut, USa

Claude Cohen-Tannoudji
École normale Supérieure, France
Nobel Laureate in Physics 1997

Hosts: Adolfo Morais, Deputy Regional Minister for
Universities and Research, Basque Government;
Rafael Careaga, Head of Resources and institutional

Hosts: Cristina Uriarte, Regional Minister for Education,
language Policy and Culture, Basque Government;
Iñaki Goirizelaia, Rector of the University of the
Basque Country; Javier Benito, Director of telefónica Euskadi

Relations, EDP naturgas energia;
Ignacio Zuzuarregui, Director, Eureka! Zientzia

El primer descubrimiento Advanced LIGO.
Las ondas gravitacionales detectadas 100
años después de la predicción de Einstein
Alicia M. Sintes Olives and Sascha Husa
University of the Balearic islands (UiB), Spain
For the ﬁrst time, scientists have detected
gravitational waves: ripples in the fabric of
space-time which travel to Earth from big
catastrophic events occurring in the Universe.
this discovery fulﬁlls the last prediction of Einstein’s general theory of relativity proposed in
1915, opening a new window in the observation of the Universe. First gravitational waves
were detected the 14th September 2015 by
the twin detectors from the laser interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (liGO) in
the USa.

Museoa

High School Visits
in 2016, DiPC together with the Material
Telefónica and EDP naturgas energia, long time
patrons of DiPC, participated and sponsored the encounters held in Bilbao and San Sebastian respectively,
by giving an award to the most ingenious, interesting
or original questions sent by the participating students.
a total of 87 schools from all over the Basque Country
participated in the encounters, which were attended
by 476 students and 99 teachers.
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Physics Center (CFM) continued the program
of visits for groups of high school students
launched in 2014. Both centers open their
doors so these young students can meet
researchers and view their work close up.
During 2016 DIPC and CFM hosted a total
of 362 students from 14 schools.
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On Zientzia

nanoKOMIK

26/05/2016
the award ceremony of the sixth edition of the On
Zientzia video contest organized jointly by DiPC and
Elhuyar Foundation took place at the headquarters of
Donostia / San Sebastián 2016 European Capital of
Culture. it was later broadcasted on the tv program
Teknopolis. the awardees were:

DiPC and CiC nanoGUnE launched the nanoKOMiK project in 2016 for the creation of the ﬁrst participative
nanoﬁction comic. this is a science outreach initiative of
a participatory, multidisciplinary, and international nature
that seeks to make society aware of the advances that are
being made in the ﬁeld of nanoscience and nanotechnology, in this way awakening the creativity of the younger
generation. the project was created and coordinated by
Amaia Arregi (DiPC) and Itziar Otegui (CiC nanoGUnE).

YOUNG PRIzE

El mecanismo de la vida
Leonel Virosta (Student, 17 years old, Cantabria)
BEST vIDEO IN BASqUE

Teleskopioak
Mikel Ramírez (audiovisual professional,
Basque Country)
BEST vIDEO

Soy esa bacteria que vive en tu intestino
Julio Ruiz (teacher, Slovakia)
SPECIAl MENTIONS

El mito de Arquímedes
Eneko Amezaga (Basque Country)
Asiar Liztorra
Students of 1st grade of Compulsory Secondary
Education, iES Elorrio (Basque Country)
Several videos
Guillermo Ordás (17 years old, Basque Country)

in this sixth edition of On Zientzia, 53 videos participated, among them 26 within the young Prize category, and 19 videos were in Euskera. altogether
the website of the contest contains a repository of
more than 270 videos.
19/10/2016
the seventh edition of On Zientzia was launched
which included the release of a brand new image
for the website.

For more information visit:
www.onzientzia.tv

Science Week
PhD students, young post-doctoral researchers

nanoKOMIK challenge
in the ﬁrst stage of the project, the challenge involved
more than 150 young people aged between 12 and 18 in a
free creative process where they created their female and
male comic superheroes, providing them with nanopowers through astonishing features acquired by matter thanks
to nanoscience and nanotechnology.
Over 100 youngsters participated in the science and comic
workshops held in diﬀerent towns during January to april:
30/01/2016 Bilbao, Paraninfo UPv/EHU
06/02/2016 Donostia / San Sebastián, FnaC
20/02/2016 vitoria-Gasteiz, artium
27/02/2016 iruñea/Pamplona, Palacio Condestable
16/03/2016 Donostia / San Sebastián, CiC nanoGUnE
18/03/2016 iruñea/Pamplona, Mendillorri High School
13/04/2016 Bayonne, Médiathèque
Moreover, a special session intended for science and art
high school teachers took place at CiC nanoGUnE. the
workshops were guided by scientists Jon Ander Arregi,
Amaia Arregi and cartoonists Jose Carlos Torre, and Marko
(Le Godillots).

and communicators from DiPC, Materials
Physics Center (CSiC-UPv/EHU) and CiC
nanoGUnE participated together with a stand
called Exploring the tiny world at the Science
Week organized by the University of the
Basque Country.
03-05/11/2016
Kursaal Congress Center
Donostia / San Sebastián
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Publication of the collective
nanofiction comic
in the second phase, based on the best ideas from the
comics presented in response to the challenge, the collaborative comic Dayanne and Murillo. The power of
nanoscience was elaborated hand in hand with the professional cartoonist Hodei Iparraguirre.
the book was presented in the opening of its itinerant exhibition, and then, distributed to all public libraries of the
Basque Country and participants. it is also available on
www.nanokomik.com.

Award Ceremony
10/06/2016
Headquarters of
Donostia / San Sebastián
2016 European Capital of Culture
(DSS2016)
at the prize giving ceremony, a collective
exhibition containing the more than a hundred works presented in the challenge was
inaugurated. Ricardo Díez-Muiño, director
of DiPC, Txema Pitarke, director of CiC
nanoGUnE, Sonia Arnés, representative of
FECyt, and Lorena Montejo, head of the
Faro de las Voces of DSS2016, participated
in the prize-giving. the three main awards
were submitted by a formal jury, together
with the audience award:
FIRST PRIzE

Crisis cardiaca
Dayanne Huayhua Calicho, aranjuez
SECOND PRIzE

Milan Man
Asier Murillo Iriarte, iruñea / Pamplona
SPECIAl MENTION

Lizard Guy – El hombre lagarto
Elena Vergel Pla, lleida
AUDIENCE AWARD

Hielo y Fuego
Claudia Araujo Vallejo, Castro Urdiales
after the prize-giving, the attendees enjoyed
a scientiﬁc, humorous show specially created for nanoKOMiK: “nanO”.
Albert Vivó, the Big van's monologuist

For more information visit:
www.nanokomik.com

02-30/12/16
Itinerant exhibition
Dayanne eta Murillo. Nanozientziaren indarra.
Carlos Santamaría Center UPv/EHU,
Donostia / San Sebastián
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Mestizajes

DIPC Events in Neighboring Cities:

Mestizajes is a trans-disciplinary program coordinated by Gustavo Ariel Schwartz that bridges the gap
between artistic, social and scientiﬁc branches of the humanities. through a series of workshops, lectures,
visits and collaborations, Mestizajes encourages people to take a critical look at reality from an innovative
cutting-edge perspective.

SEMINARS

Realidad Conexa

17/05/2016

Connected Reality is an audiovisual project in

Sala de actividades de la Biblioteca Central,

which the links and connections between diﬀerent

Donostia / San Sebastián

spheres of knowledge are presented with an origi-

“De asesinatos, detectives y teoremas -

nal, modern and highly meticulous aesthetic ap-

Matemáticas en la novela negra”

proach. in particular, what it shows are the relations

Raúl Ibánez Torres, UPv/EHU

between science, art and literature. the project
was coordinated by Gustavo Ariel Schwartz and

25/05/2016

Ana Montserrat, and was presented at Passion for

DiPC, Donostia / San Sebastián

Knowledge 2016.

“Quantum Poetics: language and Reality in
Physics and Poetry”

the eight capsules of Connected Reality are avail-

Amy Catanzano, writer and poet, USa

able in Spanish and English in https://vimeo.com/-

this visit to DiPC was part of a research experiment

channels/mestizajes, where they had more than

about quantum poetics that led Catanzano also to

11,500 views in the ﬁrst six months.

CERn.
07/06/2016
DiPC, Donostia / San Sebastián

Bilbao, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Pamplona, Bayonne and Bordeaux
nanoKOMIK - Science and Comic Workshops
Bilbao (Paraninfo UPv/EHU), vitoria-Gasteiz (artium),
iruñea/Pamplona (Condestable Palace and Mendillorri High School) and
Bayonne (Médiathèque)
Guided by Jon Ander Arregi and Jose Carlos Torre,
and in Bayonne by Amaia Arregi and Marko
Events organized within Passion for Knowledge 2016
28/09/2016
Bizkaia aretoa UPv/EHU, Bilbao
Public lecture by Klaus von Klitzing, nobel laureate in Physics 1985
28/09/2016
Bizkaia aretoa UPv/EHU, Bilbao
Encounters with high school students with:
Martin Karplus, nobel laureate in Chemistry 2013
Dame Jocelyn Bell Burnell
Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, nobel laureate in Physics 1997
29/09/2016
amphithéâtre Pitres, Université de Bordeaux, France
Public lecture by Sir John Pendry

For more information visit:
www.mestizajes.com

“Cultural analytics.
the Humanistic Science of Culture.”
Juan Luis Suárez, CulturePlex lab in
Western University (Ontario), Canada

Urbanzientzia
21/05/2016

Presentation of the book “The interview”

Urbanzientzia was an activity proposed
within Olatu Talka, an annual popular fes-
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“the interview” is a theatre play co-written by Luisa

tival which was launched in 2010 within

Etxenike and Gustavo Ariel Schwartz which was

the framework of the Capital of Culture

performed with great success in diﬀerent towns of

of Donostia / San Sebastián. its goal is

our geography in 2013. in 2016, the publication of

driving and fostering citizen initiatives in

the play in a bilingual edition (Spanish/English) by

the street and in 2016 DiPC participated

the publisher El Gallo de Oro was presented in

together with CFM and CiC nanoGUnE

Donostia / San Sebastián, Bilbao and Madrid.

with a stand about nanoscience.

DIPC 2016 The Year in Media
177

418

17+

80+

newspaper
articles

news
online

television
appearances

radio
mentions
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